While shopping for fashion products, customers usually prefer to try-out products to examine fit, material, overall look and feel. Due to lack of try out options during online shopping, it becomes pivotal to provide customers with as much of this information as possible to enhance their shopping experience. Also it becomes essential to provide same experience for new customers. Our work here focuses on providing a production ready size recommendation system for shoes and address the challenge of providing recommendation for users with no previous purchases on the platform. In our work, we present a probabilistic approach based on user co-purchase data facilitated by generating a brand-brand relationship graph. Specifically we address two challenges that are commonly faced while implementing such solution. 1. Sparse signals for less popular or new products in the system 2. Extending the solution for new users. Further we compare and contrast this approach with our previous work [1] and show significant improvement both in recommendation precision and coverage.
INTRODUCTION
Online shopping for fashion products is growing at astounding pace. In order to entice users on the platform and ease their shopping experience, typically e-commerce platforms provide free return shipping. Compared to offline shopping, on online platforms users typically lack the option of trying out products before purchase. This limits users from exploring several important aspects of fashion shopping like how it fits, looks or feels ? While purchasing footwear, size or fit is an extremely critical part of the selection process and often the deciding factor. Lack of good fit results in user returning the product ensuing bad shopping experience and increased operational cost for the platform [2] .
Further, on an e-commerce platform users are presented with hundreds of brands and typically these brands do not follow similar sizing guideline [3] . For example a sports shoe from Nike of UK size 9 would have 27.5cm length while an Adidas shoe of same UK size would have length of 27.0cm. Shoe length is just one attribute of the product and various other attributes like arch type, shoe width, shoe type play a key role in finding the right fit. So choosing the right size is an unpleasant experience due to lack of standardization in fashion industry. Hence, a system to recommend the right size for users is critical in easing user's online shopping journey and providing better overall experience.
Myntra is the largest Fashion E-commerce company in India with over 3 million products hosted on its platform. Everyday millions of users come to our platform and make purchases. So we want to leverage the rich purchase history of the users' purchases to make recommendations. The problem of size recommendation is further complicated as lot of important sizing related attributes are either missing or inaccurate. Typically for footwear, most vendors only provide length of the footwear and 80% of the vendors do not provide any information on shoe width, shoe arch type etc.
There have been various attempts in industry to solve the size recommendation problem [4] [5] [6] [7] . Amazon proposed a Size Recommender System [8] , which relies on learning a one dimension latent feature for every product and user. However, that method has the disadvantage that it cannot be used with sparse data as latent features have to be learnt for every product. In our previous work [1] , we had presented a size recommendation system for apparel by leveraging the purchase data and learning latent features from products using Word2vec [9] . In this setting, products purchased by the users are considered as words and all the products purchased by one user is taken to be a document. The latent embeddings are learnt for each product using Word2vec. Then latent embeddings of products purchased by a user are combined to form a user embedding. A simple inner product between a user and product would give a product fit score for the given user and product. Although this method is very effective in making apparel size recommendation, it cannot be used to make footwear recommendation. The main reason being; users do not make frequent footwear purchases as they would buy apparels. A strawman approach of predicting same size across brands would also not work due to lack of standardization in sizes. Sparsity is hereafter defined as 1 − edдedensity where edge density of graph is defined as ratio of number of edges in graph to the corresponding complete graph.
The sparsity in the brand-brand co-purchase graph is 0.64 which means most of the brands are either not co-purchased or are copurchased rarely. Our approach Weighted Brand Similarity Recommendation (WBSR) addresses this challenge by creating a brandbrand relationship graph using our clickstream data (clicks, carts, orders etc.) We augment the co-purchase graph with brand-brand similarity scores for making the recommendations. The approach is discussed in detail in Section 2.2. We compare this approach with another Skip-gram based Word2vec routine which predicts the best product size based on the cosine similarity of the latent vector representations of footwear SKUs. A SKU is a style-size combination index which identifies every product individually. Being completely based on purchase signals and product history for every brand, this approach considerably suffers from sparsity. On contrary, WBSR which works on a higher abstraction level of brands helps to overcome sparsity.
Another challenge we address is the cold start problem where users have not made a single purchase before. We could start making size recommendations for them by asking simple questions like "which brand do they prefer in certain category?" and "what size do they typically buy?" when they come on our platform for the first time. This can be seen in Figure 1 . We show that answers to these simple questions are enough to make effective size recommendations, which in turn reduce returns on the platform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the methodology of the Skip-gram based recommender system and WBSR. We explain the system diagram in detail along with necessary examples in this section. This is followed by Results and Analysis section which consists the experimental results and Dataset statistics. We have also covered the graphical and brandbrand similarity statistics in this section.
METHODOLOGY
The intuition behind solving the footwear size recommendation problem through a probabilistic graphical-based approach lies very much on the fundamental properties of a graph. The idea is to represent the nodes of the graph as products and the edges as how many times the products are bought together. Modeling the size recommendation problem as a co-purchase graph not only captures the latest buying trends across brands but also helps to learn the size inconsistency across them. In this section, we would be discussing in detail two different graphical methods we have used and how each one caters to solve the footwear recommendation problem. We would also be discussing the shortcomings observed and solutions to them. For providing good recommendations, we generate the graphical models at a gender-article type level (e.g. Men Sports Shoes, Men Casual Shoes). For the approaches mentioned, we would be splitting data at a gender-article type level and would be using the UK unified size across all the brands.
Skip-gram based size recommendation
Our first approach to solve footwear recommendation is based on representing the user co-purchase history in the size and fit space. Consider the user purchase data as a sparse matrix W where each row is a user and the columns represent the SKUs bought by the user. The aim is to learn a joint probability function for the SKUs bought together by the user through Word2Vec which would generate latent vectors for the SKUs. In [1] , the authors talk about this approach wherein they represent each SKU as a combination of size and fit attributes. For example, a SKU with gender "Men", article type "Shirts", brand "Allen Solly", fit "Slim", usage attribute "Casual" and size "M" would be encoded as "Men_Shirts_Allen_Solly_Casual_M". The intuition behind training a Word2vec model over the matrix W is that users generally buy products of same size, hence the Word2Vec model would project out clusters of same-sized SKUs in the size and fit space.
We employ a similar approach for our problem, with some changes. In the method described above, the SKUs are represented at a much granular level, with many features taken into account (usage attribute, occasion, fit). However, this can further infuse sparsity into the size and fit space especially in the case of footwear as people buy much lesser footwear than apparel. Hence, we encode the footwear SKUs in a similar fashion, but only include the brand and size information. For our use case, we would represent a SKU with gender "Men" article type "Casual Shoes" brand "Vans" and UK size "8" as "Men_Casual_Shoes_Vans_8". The SKUs can be considered as words and all the SKUs purchased by a user can be considered as a document. With these words and documents as inputs we train the Word2Vec network.
The Word2Vec network consists of the matrix W where W i represents all the orders of a user i sorted by date which can be represented by the sequence W i1 ,W i2 ,W i3 , ..W in , here each W i j ∈ C where C is the entire platform catalog for a particular article type and W i j is the word representation of the SKU. The objective of the skip gram model is to maximize the log probability.
where q is the hyperparameter denoting length of the purchase window. Larger q results in SKUs spanning over wide range of purchases to be considered as having same size and fit. The formulation of p(w j | w j+k ) is given using Softmax function:
where u and v are the input and output one hot encoded vector representation of w. After we have trained the neural network, we compute the activation of the hidden layer for each SKU c p ∈ C and form a latent feature vector representation f p .
Figure 2: Size Recommendation Graph
Post training, the activation layer is scraped of and output of the hidden layer is used as the latent feature vector representation for each SKU. For making a footwear size recommendation, we make use of the explicit shoe preference questionnaire filled by the user,i.e., if the user has filled the shoe preference questionnaire as article type generally worn : Men Casual Shoes, preferred brand : Roadster , typical size worn : UK8, we would encode this information as a word and fetch the latent vector representation of this word. Let this representation be U . In real time, the latent feature vector representations (Word2vec vector) for each SKU or size for the Product page the user is currently on is fetched. Let this be V i where i ∈ S where S is size set of the product. We calculate the recommended product-size i by using the following cosine similarity equation:
The cosine similarity will measure the cosine of angle between two non-zero vectors which belong to an inner product space. Here, when we trained the Word2Vec neural network with the orders data, similar-sized SKUs formed clusters together in size and fit space which was represented through their latent feature vector representation. Hence, the non-uniformity of sizes among the brands is also taken care of as the users' order data spans across different brands. This means that the Word2vec network would learn the links between different size labels of different brands which essentially are of the same shoe measurement. This said, the latent feature vector representation of size i which has the maximum cosine similarity value with U is the recommended footwear size.
Weighted Brand Similarity Recommendation (WBSR)
In this approach, we would be primarily building two graphs: Brand Brand Similarity Graph and the Size Recommendation Graph. As the name suggests the Brand-Brand similarity graph would give us insights about how similar two brands are; this information is then leveraged to build the Size Recommendation Graph. Our brandbrand graph basis purchase interaction has an average sparsity of 0.8 for the approach mentioned in the above section. Most of the brands have either never been co-purchased or have been copurchased rarely. This approach exploits the fact that purchase interactions, when augmented with other browse signals like (clicks, add to carts etc) can help to solve for sparsity. First we carve out a brand-brand graph basis the click stream data and thereafter use that to probabilistically model size recommendations. In this approach, we would be using two tune-able hyperparameters α and λ which signify the total edge weight strength and softmax threshold respectively. The entire flow is shown in Figure 3 2.2.1 Brand Brand similarity Graph. As in [10] , we use the following terminology hereafter.
Let U be the set of all users, B be the set of all brands. Further, let m be the number of users and n be the number of brands.
Let
It is worth mentioning that we just consider the event of highest priority for a given user and brand with priorities defined as:
We also define the importance score 1 of an event e as
We construct the undirected weighted graph G b = (V, E) with V = B and E be the edges denoting the similarity between two brands. Considering e i j as the interaction event of user U i with brand B j , U i is represented by a vector u i of length n such that
We create a sparse user-brand matrix of size m × n where each row represents a user and each column represents a brand. On this matrix, we apply non-negative matrix factorization [11] to learn the latent d-dimensional embeddings for each user (v u ) and brand (v b ). We use these latent embeddings to calculate the edge weight between vertices in the graph. The edge weight between brands b i and b j is then defined as
2.2.2 Sizing Recommendation Graph. Further, we construct a multi-edge connected directed graph in which each node would have the gender, article type and brand information for a SKU. Two such nodes would be connected with 5 edges. Each edge would have a key "-1", "-0.5", "0", "0.5" and "1" and the value would represent the 
Probability Computation.
The next and final section in recommending footwear product sizes to users is the Probability Computation. As shown in Figure 3 , we have discussed about the creation of the Brand-Brand Graph G b and Size Recommendation Graph G s in the previous two sections. Let u be the brand for which the user inputs the explicit shoe preference size and brand and v be the unknown brand for which size needs to be predicted. Consider a subgraph G ′ ⊆ G s such that V = {u, v} and E = {e −1 , e −0.5 , e 0 , e 0.5 , e 1 }. If there exists a direct connection E between the vertices V , we compute total edge weight e t as : e t = e i ∀i ∈ {−1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1}
If e t exceeds a threshold α, we would regard it as a strong edge. α is the measure of the strength of e t and is a tune-able hyperparameter. We then apply a softmax function over all the edge weights w(e i ) where i ∈ {−1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1} :
If the max(w ′ (e i )) where i ∈ {−1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1} exceeds a softmax threshold λ, we choose the edge e i corresponding to the maximum edge weight as the path and make the size recommendation for v as :
Alternatively, if u and v are not directly connected, or if a strong edge is not discovered or if max(w ′ (e i )) < λ , we compute the probability of the edge weights by the rule of marginalization. We extract all the paths P = {u, z, v} between u and v of path length exactly 2 such that Z forms the set of all the intermediate vertices z along the path of u and v as shown in the Figure 4 . Then, we compute the recommended size for v as :
where s(k) is the size for brand k. sim(a, b) between two brands a and b is the similarity score and can be computed from G b .
For a better understanding, consider u = 'Clarks' and v = 'Adidas' in Figure 4 . There are several brands in between u and v which connect them indirectly. For the sake of simplicity, consider Z consisting of only two brands for now, i.e., Z = {Converse, FILA}. Our aim is to predict the size for a casual shoe of brand "Adidas" given we have the explicit shoe preference information of brand "Clarks". Each node would be connected with five edges {e −1 , e −0.5 , e 0 , e 0.5 , e 1 }. We compute the marginalized probabilities for each of the paths from u to v by multiplying the edge weights and the similarity scores. For instance, if we want to calculate the marginalized probability of s(u) − s(v) = 1, we would consider the paths : {e u,z,1 , e u,z,0 }, {e u,z,0 , e u,z,1 } and {e u,z,0.5 , e u,z,0.5 } where e m,n,i is the edge weight between two brands m and n with the edge label i. The edge weights for each of the paths would be multiplied by the similarity score of the brands that edge is connecting and would be summed over all the possible paths and connecting brands (in this case Converse and FILA) to give a probability score for s(u) − s(v) = 1. The probability scores for all other size differences S d = s(u) − s(v) where S d ∈ {−2, −1.5, −1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2} would also be calculated in a similar way by traversing the graph paths and combining the individual edge weights. s(v) would be calculated by the following equation where i has the maximum log normalized score in S d :
In the WBSR approach, we have implemented the rule of marginalization for probability computation for path length = 2. This is because, as observed in the train set 99% of the brands which were not directly connected from every other brand are reachable through one-hop.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section demonstrates the results and analysis of the experiments we conducted. Firstly, we discuss about the dataset we have used, thereafter we proceed to discuss the quantitative and qualitative results for both the Skip-gram based recommendation and WBSR.
Dataset
For both the approaches mentioned in Section 2, we split our dataset into non-overlapping training, testing and cross-validation sets of model parameters. Both the approaches build separate models for each gender-article type (Men Casual Shoes, Men Sports Shoes, Women Heels etc). The order numbers and number of unique brands for train and test sets are tabulated in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the accuracy numbers for the Skip Gram based and WBSR approaches. We see that the WBSR approach performs better than the Skip Gram based approach for 5 article types: Men Sports Shoes, Men Formal Shoes, Men Flip Flops, Men Sandals and Women Sports Shoes. This is because the number of distinct brands for these article types are a lot as compared to Women Heels and Men Casual Shoes, which results in poor latent vector representations due to sparsity. Capturing brand-level information and strengthening the product size relationship by leveraging the brand-brand similarity score helps in providing better and confident recommendations. In the following sections, we would be detailing the analysis of each approach.
Quantitative Results

Skip-gram approach analysis
The skip gram based approach for making size recommendations as explained in Section 2.1 computes Word2vec vectors for each SKU at a size level. Table 3 tabulates some products in the first column, which when served as a query, result in the size recommendations for brands in the second column. There are certain challenges for this approach which we can explain through the examples mentioned in Table 3 . To start with, products on our shopping platform can be segregated into various price brands like premium, mass premium, bridge to luxury and luxury [12] and it's often seen that customers buy from a particular price band [12] [13] [14] . As a result, we don't have much co-purchase history of products which are bought across price brands. Due to this, we don't have enough training samples to train our Word2vec network which results in local clustering of product-sizes with respect to price-bands in the size and fit space. This can be illustrated from the example of Froskie UK9 (Men Formal Shoes) in Table 3 which has a cosine similarity of 0.77 with a Timberland UK8 (Men Formal Shoes). The physical measurements of these two sizes match but due to a high disparity in the brands' price range, the score is very less. Another challenge observed is the less user purchase history for certain brands as they have a very less visibility on our platform. To back this, observe in Table  3 that for a Superdry UK8 (Men Sports Shoes), an Adidas UK10.5 (Sports Shoes) would be recommended. This is because Superdry Sports Shoes have a very less visibility and volume on our platform and there are not enough samples to learn the relation between the individual sizes. However, for brands within a price-band and with a high volume of orders' data, this approach performs very well and learns good representations between the sizes as seen in the case for Inc 5 EURO36 (Women Heels) in Table 3 .
WBSR approach analysis
The analysis for the second approach (WBSR) contains results for the brand-brand similarity index, quantitative results for the attributes of the Size Recommendation Graph and Accuracy numbers and plot for hyperparameters.
3.4.1 Brand Brand graph. As explained in the Section 2.2.1, the brand-brand graph computes the similarity scores between any two brands basis the user sessions' data. This score would help us to learn the relevancy of a brand's size in making the size recommendation for a second brand. The similarity scores are used during the probability computation step and help to strengthen the confidence in making correct size recommendations. Table 4 enlists some of the brands in column 1 and the similarity scores for different brands in column 2. Table 5 tabulates the number of vertices, number of edges and the sparsity index for the probabilistic graph models G s built at a gender-article type level as explained in Section 2.2.2. The total number of vertices symbolize the nodes of the graph which contain the gender, article type and brand information for the SKUs. Remember that, two nodes can be connected via at most 5 non-zero weighted edges. Each has been counted separately while calculating the number of edges in Table  5 as this gives us a true representation of the user co-purchase history. Since sparsity is a measure of how completely-connected a graph is, we measure the connections between the nodes of G s only once. As we can see from the Table 5 , G s for men footwear are more sparse than women footwear. This can be attributed to the higher volume of orders and distinct brands available for men footwear.
3.4.3 Hyperparameters. In Section 2.2.2, we mentioned about the two hyperparameters we used while making size recommendations. The hyperparameter α signifies the strength of the edge weight while λ signifies the softmax threshold. On analyzing the accuracy scores for different iterations of λ on the validation set, we observe that λ = 0.7 gives us the highest accuracy numbers. Hence, we fix λ at 0.7 and conduct an experiment over the validation set for achieving the most optimal value for α. We ran the experiment on the validation set of Men Sports Shoes, wherein we chose the 60 th , 65 th , 70 th , 75 th and 80 th percentile values of total edge weights for α. Figure 5 shows the accuracy numbers for different α values. We see that the maximum accuracy is achieved at 75 th percentile of total edge weight values. On similar lines, α for other article types can also be computed.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described a footwear size recommendation system which leverages the shoe preference questionnaire filled by the users to make size recommendations in the online fashion industry. This can be used to solve the cold-start problem wherein we don't have any order history for the user. We have primarily discussed two methods and have recorded the results for the same. The first method is skip-gram based which uses latent vector representations of the SKUs to make recommendations. We further discussed the challenges associated with this approach, namely high sparsity and less order purchase history which result in local clustering in the embedding space. To deal with this, we discuss the Weighted Brand Similarity Recommendation (WBSR) system which Figure 5 : Comparison of accuracy numbers for various total edge weight threshold "α" for Men Sports Shoes is a probabilistic graphical approach and works at a brand level to reduce sparsity. We reduced the sparsity from 0.8 in the skipgram based approach to 0.64 on average. We have also discussed about the method of incorporating the brand-brand similarity index in WBSR to give confident and valid size recommendations. We also discuss the method to apply the rule of marginalization in the probability computation step. This work can be extended for the scope of various other types of recommendations, like for size recommendation of Apparels. As a future work, we would like to extend our work for making subcategory level recommendations and also incorporate the categorical features for footwear while keeping the sparsity in check.
